Background: A growing number of studies suggest that informal (illicit) fees for healthcare are prevalent in low and middle income countries. These fees are regressive and deeply embedded, often proving impervious to policy interventions.

Methods: The author conducted a critical interpretive synthesis of peer reviewed literature, grey literature, global standards, and donor funding related to informal fees in order to assess their prevalence, critically interrogate the paradigms that are applied to understanding them, assess to what extent fees are addressed in global policy and funding, and propose future areas for policy and research. In contrast to a systematic review, critical interpretive synthesis fosters cross-disciplinary research that encompasses quantitative, qualitative, and conceptual work. As such, it can open new avenues of discussion on persistent public health problems whose roots reach into the political, social, and cultural realms. Pursuant to established methods for critical interpretive synthesis, key terms were searched in databases and selected journals. Resources were added through an iterative process of developing new lines of enquiry from the initial papers identified, and obtaining resources identified in paper citations.

Findings: Patients and providers perceive informal fees on a continuum from gift giving to forced payment. The often disrespectful and coercive nature of fee requests undermines trust and future utilisation, and perpetuates helplessness and disempowerment. Health system “hardware” drivers, such as low salaries, scarcity of health workers, and poor infrastructure are widely explored in the literature. “Software” drivers, such as values and norms, are less explored, except in a few qualitative investigations. Policy literature is dominated by rational choice approaches. While the prevalence of fees is well documented, maternal health strategies and donor policies acknowledge the relevance of all out of pocket fees (both formal and informal) with little—if any—attention to informal fees as such.

Interpretation: The empirical literature about informal fees is limited by the paradigms applied. Rational choice approaches ignore cultural and practical meanings. International standards and strategies reflect this limitation, presumably exacerbated by reluctance to describe illicit practices. Two trends in international health and development offer opportunities. First, the emerging quality agenda in global health could include informal fees on a par with language specific to HBS. Of these, guidance was provided on informed consent (11/92%), collection (8/67%), ownership (2/25%), reuse (8/67%), storage (10/83%), disposal (7/59%), and export (10/83%). As of September 2014, 314 of the 1529 registered clinical trials active in SSA involved HBS collection. Of the seven SSA countries that currently host the majority of HBS-related research, all had regulations on informal fees, yet, of these, only 4 (57%) had regulations on reuse and only one contained guidance on ownership.

Interpretation: Viewed at a regional level, SSA does not yet possess capacity to take full advantage of HBS-related research while ensuring adequate protection for research subjects. With only 12 of 46 countries possessing publicly accessible guidance on the ethical conduct of HBS-related research and biobanking, the region as a whole still lacks the governance systems it needs to review and facilitate ethical, high-quality research of potential benefit to its populations. Findings from this study suggest that those countries in which the largest volume of HBS-related research is currently situated include those with adequate regulatory guidance in place to support local ethics review. Before research efforts can expand beyond these locations to other countries within SSA, however, ethics capacity-building to improve national governance of HBS-related research and biobanking is needed.
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Background: Equitable access to essential medical products, vaccines and technologies of assured quality, safety, efficacy and cost-effectiveness is one of the World Health Organisation’s building blocks of a well-functioning health system. Pharmacists are trained as the custodians of medicines, to manage medicines selection, procurement, distribution and use, aimed at quality care and minimisation of waste. In most public sector hospitals in Southern Africa, pharmacists are primarily stationed in the pharmacy, with restricted medicines management involvement in the wards, limiting quality assurance of medicines used by in-patients. The study aimed to determine the role and impact of the active involvement of a pharmacist in the management of medicines at ward level in a public sector hospital in Southern Africa.

Methods: A 3-phased, operational, intervention study was implemented. A baseline assessment of medicines management practices in...